Amphiphilic α-helical potential: a putative folding motif adding few constraints to protein evolution.
Evidence from a number of studies indicates that protein folding is dictated not only by factors stabilizing the native state, but also by potentially independent factors that create folding pathways. How natural selection might cope simultaneously with two independent factors was addressed in this study within the framework of the "Lim-model" of protein folding, which postulates that the early stages of folding of all globular proteins, regardless of their native structure, are directed at least in part by potential to form amphiphilic α-helices. For this purpose, the amphiphilic α-helical potential in randomly ordered amino acid sequences and the conservation in phylogeny of amphiphilic α-helical potential within various proteins were assessed. These analyses revealed that amphiphilic α-helical potential is a common occurrence in random sequences, and that the presence of amphiphilic α-helical potential is present but not conserved in phylogeny within a given protein. The results suggest that the rapid formation of molten globules and the variable behavior of those globules depending on the protein may be a fundamental property of polymers of naturally occurring amino acids more so than a trait that must be derived or maintained by natural selection. Further, the results point toward the utility of randomly occurring process in protein function and evolution, and suggest that the formation of efficient pathways that determine early processes in protein folding, unlike the formation of stable, native protein structure, does not present a substantial hurdle during the evolution of amino acid sequences.